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SUMMARY 

Deficiencies in regional and national goals and objectives 
for water management make it difficult to assess the relevance 
of New Zealand's hydrologic research effort to present and 
probable future needs. The situation is further confounded 
because the resultsfrom much hydrologic research are unpublished 
and publicly unavailableQ 

This review of published and 11unpublished 11 research 
reports indicates that the attention paid to any topic does not 
necessarily reflect its hydrologic significance. The reader 
may well conclude that more difficult topics have been ignored 
in favour of those that are easier and less expensive to research. 

In commenting on future directions for research, the 
authors have declined to list topicsQ To do so would merely 
reflect their biases. lnsteadp they believe that this should 
properly be the responsibility of a task force convened by the 
National Research Advisory Council. 

The authors do, however, set out their attitudes to 
future research and research administration. 

iL 





1. INTRODUCTION 

The Purpose of this Paper 

This statement is prepared in response to a request 
from the Committee of Management of the Tussock Grasslands and 
Mountain Lands ln$tltute. It has been prepared for people who 
are not hydrologists but who need to use the results from 
hydrologic research. 

It attempts to summarise and comment on the present 
status of hydrologic research activity with particular emphasis 
on the tussock grasslands and related lands and indicate where 
information can be found. Although it may also indicate the 
status of our knowledge its principal purpose is to outline the 
status of hydrologic research activity. 

It has been prepared from published research papers and 
theses, reports and conference papers, otherwise available. 

I , 



2. HYDROLOGIC RESEARCH IN NEW ZEALAND 

Hydrologic research In the tussock grasslands region cannot be 
considered in isolation from that c.arried out in the rest of the country, 
This section therefore reviews some·aspects of hydrologic research in 
New Zealand. 

2.1 Research Objectives 

z, 

Although some government agencies and local bodies have administrative 
policies for the use and control ofwater, there are no clearly defined 
regional or national goals or objecti:ves for the comprehensive and efficient 
use of the country's water resources. Because of thi-s major deficiency 9 we 
cannot be sure that the country's present research effort is completely 
relevant to its present and probable future needs. 

We believe that the goal of hydrologic r~search should be to provide 
information so that the country's water resources can be efficiently managed 
and future uses planned~ 

What are 9 or should be, the objectives of water management and planning 
for which Information Is needed? 

In our view, a first objective must be toprovide Individuals and 
communities with relative freedom from the extremes of floods and droughts, 
But as our collective survival and standard of living depends on our 
abi llty to produce, a second objective should be related to the maintenance 
and improvement of primary and secondary production. A third objective 
should be the maintenance and Improvement of the quality of our environment, 
With increased affluence, New Zealanders have become more concerned for their 
physical and cultural environments and now expect research to be directed 
into what are popularly known as Henv! ronmental issuesi 1 • 

It is against these objectives that we now proceed to review former 
studies and comment on the present status and future direction of researcho 

2.2 Sources of information 

Campbell (37Jand !bbitt (101, 102) have outlined and discussed some 
of the more important sources of hydrologic and related Information. 

Rainfall and other climate data from meteorological stations are 
presented by the N.Z. Meteorological Service as monthly abstracts or 
annual yearbooks: 

. 11 Climato1ogica1 Tables11 s New Zealand Meteorological Service 9 

Miscellaneous Publication 107: 
This monthly abstract from the New Zealand Gazette summarises 
temperature, rainfall and sunshine for meteorological stations 
throughout the country. 



11 Meteoro1oglca1 Observationsn ~ New Zealand Meteoro]ogirca] S·ervi:ce,, 
Miscellaneous Pubtijcat~on 109~ 
This Is an annual summary of climatic observations from 
meteorological stations throughout New Zealand. 

81Ra!nfaH Observatlonsuu~ New Zealand Meteorologicai Service~ 
Miscellaneous Publication 110o 
Thh yearbook gives ra~nfaH summaries and statistics for an 
stations and Intensity/duration statistics for selected stations. 

Until ~968 9 nHydro]ogy Annua1 11 presented Information on predpltatfirJn 
and related flood flows~ mean flows, low flows~ water qua]lty and stream 
sediments, ibbltt (102) has discussed the prob1ems of presenting hydrologic 
information In a yearbook form and has outlined the reasons !n favour of 
the present computer-based f!i ~ng systeme The ''Filed Data Ustn~ of the 
Ministry of Works and Development gives a list of the sites for which data 
are being processed and are available at any of their District Offices, 
Because the Jist Is being continually updated~ It Is not available for 
general distribution but Is circulated to known users of the datao 
Information formeriy presented In 11 Hydroiogy Annual' 1 Is r1ow stored in the 
TOme-Dependent Data Processing Programme (T.i,D,E,D,A,) (~on. Access to 
this information can be gained through the Ministry of Works and Development. 

Information about hydrologic research and results of such research 
can be found from four principal sources: 

1.. nArmual Hydro]ogical Researrch Reports11 published by the 
Ministry of Works and Development: 
These reports contain year1y Information from experimental 
basins and are available an restricted distribution from the 
Director of Water and Soil Conservation. There is a backlog 
In publication and the most recent reports cover the per~od 
19]0-~973o 

2G "Annual Resear<eh Reportp Water and Soil Dlvlslonn~ Ministry 
of Works and Development~ 
Research activities funded under the science vote of Water and 
Soil Division~ Ministry of Works and Development, are reported 
annually" together with brief outlines of significant result~. 

3.. uuA Catalogue of Hydrologic Research ln Progress In New Zea; .. a,i'H:I"~ 9 
Hydrological Research Miscellaneous Publication series of 
Ministry of Works and Development: 
Since 1969~ annual catalogues have been c;omp!led of hydrolog~c 
research In progress h1 New Zealand. The most recent report Is 
for the year 1972. 

4e Journals and Conference Papers; 
The Journal of Hydrology (N.Z.) Is an Important refereed 
publication for hydrologic research but It Is by no means the 



only outlet for research results. These can also be found 
~n the New Zealand Journal of Science~ New Zealand Journal of 
Marine and Freshwater Research, New Zealand Journal of Geology 
and Geophysics and the New Zealand Journal of Forestry Science" 
Much Information Is presented as papers to professional society 
symposia and other meetings, the proceedl~gs of which are some
t: mes pub ll shed. 

2,3 Neh Zea1and 0s Water Resources 

Before the status and relevance of hydrologic research can be 
d~us.sedD/It Is necessary to know something of the national and w-eg:o0a 
wa·t.e~. reshu rce. 

To~bes (187) has estimated a New Zealand water balance fo~ a 
-ped·o"d o'f about W years on .the equatIon: P = E + Q .:_ Lls. 

Where P = Predpltat!on~ E =Evaporation, Q = Streamflow 9 LlS ·- Change- .,.~·· 

Storage 

Precijpltation Evaporatlion + Streamflow ! Changes in 
mm mm mm Storage mm 

North Is 1 and 1645 = 633 + 1052 40 
South Island 2375 573 + 1808 ·-·· 6 = -
New Zealand 2059 = 599 + 1481 21 

These estimates may Include large errors but they give a real~stic 
indlcatijon of the amounts Involved. Although the storage term 1s smal:, 
Toebes believes that It shows the.lmbalance of the system caused by grourd 
water depletion. 

Toebes further estimates the storage components as: 

Ephemeral snow 
Permanent snow and lee 
~nterceptlon storage 
Lakes 
Channel storage 
Soll moisture 
Ground water (base flow) 
Deep ground water 
Biological storage 

. 7.7 km3 (max, value) 
50 .. 0 

1 ,·a (max,) 
405.0 
13.3 
13.2 

1392.0 
265o0 

0.3 

Despite the Inaccuracies Inherent In these estimates~ they provlde 
one reference poijnt against which to assess the value of hydrolog;c resea•ch; 
In partluclar 1 that research which seeks to understand the impact that change! 
in land use may have on the water resource, 
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The basins were selected to cover the seven most Important soli 
and vegetation assodatlons In New Zeah'l 

Puketurua: Northern ye~low=brown ea A study on the conversion 
of scrub to pasturea 

A s the conversion of pasture to urban usea 

Otut!ra: Yellow-bro•..vn pumice sollsa A study on the conversion of 
scrub to pastureo 

Purukohukohu: Yellow-brown pumkesollso A hydrologic compadson 
of grasslands 9 exot~c forest and native foresto 

Talta: Central yellow-brown ea A hydrologic comparison of 
scrublands. native rest 9 exotic t grasslandso 

Makara: Central yellow-brown earthsa A 
pasture and exotic forest~ and of pasture 
technlqueso 

rologlc comparison of 
management and improvement 

Manorburn: Yellow-grey earthso The hydrologic Implications of 
alternative short tussock management pract!ceso 

Moutere: Yellow-brown earths. Studies on the conversion of scrub 
to pasture and on pasture management, cropp ng and exotic forestry, 

Camp Stream: HI country yellow-brown earths. Studies aim at 
lmprmdng knowledge of the I luences of forest 9 tussock grasslands 
and animal control on rology a mountain catchmento 

Ad<:dr: llow-grey ea ~nve5tlgatlons Into the hydrologic 
lmpl!catlons of arab]e farming practices, 

Mangatu: Unstable yellow-brown earths, A hydrologic comparison~ 
exotic forestry and pastureo 

In terms of the Experimental Basin Programmegs ectlves 1) and 
, results from Makara (208) 9 Moutere (~63) and Puketurua (,68) have 

been reported. ~n view widespread Interest In land use hydrologyD 
this Is ad!sappolntfngly small uta However" as the val!dlty the 
Experimental Basin method been seriously questioned (91), it is 
doubtful that this method Is capable of producing the type of Information 
sought, 

ij n terms of Objective (3} is programme has be,en more success 1, 
A large number of the studies lis In the bibliography have been 
carried out on Experimental Basins, 

The Representative and Experimental Basins are an Important part 
of New Zealandus hydrologic resea effort and have been central to 
perhaps one quarter t,o one half of the work which has be:en done, These 



studies can be broadly grouped Into flve categories: 

(1) Estimation of surface water resources. 
(2) Snow and Ice hydrology. 
(3) Hydrologic Impacts of change in land use. 
(4) Hydrologic process studies (such as interception, infiltration). 
(5) Mathematical simulation of catchment responses, 

2.5 Other Research 

Work done outside Experimental and Representative Basins Includes: 

(1) Determination of surface and groundwater resources. 
(2) Relations between soil~ water and plant production. 
(3) Meteorological and climatological Investigations. 
(4) Land erosion and stream sediments. 
(5) Umnological studies. 
{6) Mathematical simulation of catchment responses. 

2.6 Research Organisations 

Hydrologic research transcends many disciplines and many 
agencies. The following list Indicates Involved agencies and their 
prlnclpaJ research Interests: 

2.6.1 

2.6.2 

2.6.4 

Ministry of Works and Development: 

Data collection, processing and storage 9 representative and 
experimental basins~ water quality~ erosion and sediment 
hydrologic process studles 9 systems hydrology, surface and 
ground water resources research 9 floods and low flows 9 snow 
and Ice~ urban hydrology. 

Catchment Authorities: 

Data collection. 

New Zealand Forest Service: 

Small catchment research (with particular emphasis on forest 
management lnfluences) 9 hydrologic and climatic process studies. 
erosion and sediments water quality. 

Department of Scientific and industrial Research: 

Soil Bureau: 
Geological Survey: 
institute of Nuclear 
Sciences: 
Ecology Division~ 
Applied Mathematics: 
Plant Physiology: 
Cawthron Institute: 

Hydrologic processes. soil watero 
Ground water, 

·Isotopic research and application 
of Isotopic methods. 
Water quality, hydrologic processes" 
Theoretical and stochastic hydrology. 
Soil and plant water relatlonso 
Water quality. 



2.6.6 

M!nlstry of Agriculture and Fisheries~ 

Irrigation and drainage, water q\JaHtyo. 

Universities: 

Auckland: 

Walkato~ 

Massey: 

Canterbury: 

Li nco 1 n: 

N.Ze Agricultural 
Engineering institute: 

Tussock Grasslands and 
Mountain Lands Institute: 
Otago: 

Hydraulic research~ Karst hydrology. 
water quality, urban hydrologyo 
Hydrologic processes~ erosion and 
sedlmentat!on 9 water quality. 
Drainage, water quality~ water 
management researcho 
Hydraulic research, 1lmnology 9 

hydrologic processes, ground waters 
water quality 9 erosion and sediment, 
systems hydrologyo 
Irrigation~ drainage~ hydrologic and 
sediment processes, water quall 
Irrigation, drainage~ systems 
hydrology, erosion and sediment 
processes. 
Erosion~ sediment and hydrologic 
processes. 
Hydrologic and climatic processes, 
water qua 11 tyo 

2.7 Commentary 

Although it Is beyond the scope of this paper to comment on the status of 
hydrologic research In New Zealand, three observations are pertinent to the 
next section: 

(1) Hydrologic research is at present carried out by a wide range of 
government departments, universities and loca~ bodleso While th!s 
ensures the multidisciplinary base that hydrologic research needs 9 

It also presents a new range of problemso It Is our opinion that 
while communication between Individual scientists Is goodv co-operat!on 
among agencies leaves much to be desired, While~ no doubt, there 
are many reasons for this, the situation is not helped by a lack of 
definition of~ and agreement on, objectives and priorities for research, 

(2) We have earll~r noted the absence of goals and objectives for the 
regional and national use of New Zealand!s water resources, We also 
noted that because of this lack It is difficult to ensure that resea 
is always relevant to present and probable future needs. !t !sour 
opinion that hydrologic research In New Zealand shows an imbala~ce 
between that which needs to be known and that which It ls merely 
interesting to know. For example 9 we suggest that the water resource 
manager or administrator who searches the sources of Information listed 
in Sectlon2 .2wl11 conclude that too much attention has been devoted 
to studies of physical processes and too little attention has been 
given to 9 for example, predicting frequencies and magnitudes of floods 
or droughts. 



(3) Regardless of the scientist's employing agency, there is a low 
volume of output of scientific results. We recognise that there 
are many ways to assess productivity and published papers are but 
one. But we emphasise that scientists have a responsibility to 
produce referential results. The 1971 Catalogue of Hydrologic 
Research in Progress listed about 200 projects which had been 
started since 1965. From these projects, there are only 40 published 
papers or reportso Between 1972 and 1975, the Journal of Hydrology 
(N.Z.) published 40 papers of which only 20 reported results from 
projects listed In 1971. It is also worth noting that about half 
of the 200 papers cited In the bibliography have been prepared by 
25 authors. We think that these figures indicate that the results 
of much research remain unpublished and In a largely inaccessible 
form. 

Before proceeding to the next section, we wish to re-emphasise the 
difficulties of presenting a critical commentary on the status of hydrologic 
research when there are no clearly defined goals for the management of 
New Zealand's water resources and the results of much past research remain 
unpublished. 



3. HYDROLOGIC RESEARCH IN TUSSOCK GRASSLANDS 
AND.MOUNTA!N LANDS 

!n this section we review research activity in the tussock 
grassland, mountain lands and related hill country. 

3.1 Precipitation 

3.1.1 Introduction 

It has been well established that high-country regions produce 
much of New Zealand's water resource. For example, 95% of the water 
In the Waltakl system Is derived from a limited area close to the main 
divide (142). But source areas such as these are steep and access Is 
difficult, in consequence, records tend to be sparse. For example, 
In the Clutha catchment (136) only 15% of the rainfall stations are 
at altitudes greater than 500 m and none is over t~OOO m. Precipi
tation maps must, therefore, be approximate, 

It does not necessarily followp however, that additional 
information is always needed, The accuracy with which regional 
precipitation Is estimated depends on the region and the degree to 
which the basln 1 s water resources are allocated or likely to be 
allocated. It also depends on the purpose for which the Information 
is needed. 

Snow and ice 

Permanent snow and Ice and snow have an Important regulatory effect 
on stream flow (8), Winter flows tend to be decreased and summer flows 
tend to be increased relative to catchments without glacier snow. 

Permanent snow and ice studies have been carried out on the Tasman 
and ivory glaciers (5, 6, 7, 9 9 45). Under the present climatic 
condlt!ons 9 glaciers are releasing more water than they are receiving 
by way of snowfall. If this trend continues~ most of the small glaciers 
wi11 disappear In the next 100 years (8)o The Ivory glacier Is a 
Representative Basin In which water, lee and energy balance studies are 
carried out (6), 

Studies based on snow courses have been made ln the Devils Elbow 
Catchment, Lake Pukaki (134), the Frazer catchment 9 Central Otago (68), 
Round Hill ski field (44) 9 Lake Ohau (44) 9 Twin Stream, Ben Ohau Range 
(15) 9 Mt Ruapehu (94) 9 Tasman Glacier (44) 9 and the Cralgleburn Range 
(132, 144, 145). Snow studies have been made continuously on the ivory 
Glacier since the winter of 1969, 

10' 



Snow makes a significant and perhaps undervalued contribution 
to runoff In many New Zealand rivers (8, 64)" Fitzharris (64) 
considers that the traditional snow course method of estimating the 
snow resource Is unsuited to New Z~land conditions and that simple 
empirical relationships between snow accumulation and elevation are 
not likely to be re1iab1eo The snow pack varies with elevation as 
a snow wedge and from a knowledge of the processes whlch control the 
shape of this wedge 9 Fitzharris has proposed an alternative method 
of estimating snow accumulation. 

3o L4 Ra I nfa 11 

Unlike river flow which can be measured directly~ rainfall must 
be estimated from samples taken over a catchment" Reliable estimates 
are possible If Individual samples are accurate and the sample points 
are representative of the region or catchment. 

There are 1~500 rainfall stations in New Zealand (51)~ but It 
is stl 11 true that rain gauges are less than adequately distributed 
through mountainous and remote areas, However, a number of studies 
have established the character of rainfall In the Kaweka Ranges (77); 
Cralgleburn (131 1 157): Rock and Pillar (99); Old Man Range (128); 
Cupola Basin and Black Birch (49~ 121); and Lammerlaw and Lammermoor 
Mountains (173), Several ecological studies (48) have recorded short
term rainfalls and other climatic data to provide useful bases on which 
to construct estimates of the distribution of rainfall, The most 
common method has been by lsohyets or zones of supposed rainfall 
uniformity, 

An alternative method of estimating rainfall In sparsely gauged 
areas was presented by Hutchinson (98) for Otago but has not yet been 
validated in other areaso The method~ based on multiple regression 
analysis involving site and topographic features 9 has part!cu1ar 
value to water resource studies. If it were adapted for daily rainfall, 
it could be of value for flood estlmationo 

Several studies have been carried out to determine the accuracy 
with which rainfall Is measured at a point (77, 55~ 97, 109~ 110~ 135)o 
The object of these studies has been to explore variations In rainfall 
measurement at a site to Improve methods and techniques of determining 
Bl t r u e0 0 r a I n fa 1 1. 

While there Is an obvious need for reliable estimates of ralnfall 9 

it Is also true that the topic is attractive because it Is a relatively 
easy and Inexpensive area of research. The international literature on 
this subject is vast, For example~ 20 years ago Kurtyka 0 s 00 Preclpltation 
Measurements Study!' ll sted 1 s079 references! (120)" 

It is sometimes suggested that it Is possible to get better estimates 
of humidity in a space capsule orbiting the moon than for rainfall In 
a mountain catchmento While this might be true~ It cannot by ltse1f be 
accepted as a justification for more Intensive ra1nfall Investigations. 
For many purposes 9 approximate values of rainfall are sufficient" The 



effort put Into ra!nfa11 measurement must be determined by the use to 
which the data will be pute 

!n some areas fog may be a significant form of precipitationo 
Franks (66) reported on fog measurement at Makara experimental basin 
and suggested that the results from standard fog gauges were not entirely 
satisfactory. She suggested that even lf the confounding influence of 
rain could be eliminated, additional Information wouid be needed on wind 
velocity and fog droplet size. 

Vegetation, particularly tall tussocks, is commonly observed to 
have Intercepted fog, but despite studies on the Rock and Pillar Range 
(129p 161 P 162), the significance of fog to total precipitation is unknowno 

3.2 Interception 

interception !sa well-known element of the hydrologic cycle and 
a number of studies have attempted to determine its significance and role 
in modifying ralnfa11o These have been carried out In radiata pine forests 
in coastal Otago (61) 9 gorse and manuka at Talta (1 9 3) mountain beech forest 
in the Cralgleburn Ranges (159) and Kaweka Ranges (80) and Taita (4), mixed 
forest in North Westland (160), Kamahl at Taita (111) and snow tussock grass
lands in the Rock and Pl11ar Ranges (161 9 162) and Tararua Ranges (127)" in 
addition, Blake has carried out studies on a range of forest, scrubby and 
herbaceous species at sites throughout New Zealand (19, 22p 24, 25 9 26) o 

With data from a field experiment, ibbltt (~00) 'has developed a 
successful mathematical model of catchment lnterceptiono 

From these studies~ It would appear that interception capacity~ 
regardless of vegetation~ ls in the order of 1-6mm. Higher va]ues have 
been reported, usually associated with light rain or fog, when interception 
capacity becomes 11 super-saturated11 o 

The hydrologic significance of intercept~on is open to debate. 
Fahey (61) reported that 49% of a 9-month rainfall of 36'' was intercepted 
by a pine forest canopye He claimed that his results showed uuhow · 
Important a forest cover can be 9 bath In acting as ~ protection against 
soil erosion during periods of heavy rainfall and in madify~ng stream f1ow 1 o 
An alternative view could be that percentage values merely effect the 
frequency of sman rainfall events which do not cause erosion or produce 
runoff and stream flow. 

Because the absolute value of Interception storage Is small, it is 
difficult to conceive of any situation In which interception~~ can be 
of significance to flood hydrologyo 

The significance of interception to water yield is also open to debateo 
Mark and Rowley (129) have shown that water surpluses under large snow 
tussocks exceed those from burnt or clipped snow tussocks. These Increases 
are attributed to gains by interceptiono This study Js a significant 



contrlbut!on to our knowledge of tussock grassland ecologyo The 
authors 0 conclusion~ howeverw that Hmax!mum water yield (and control) 
from the low=alp!ne snow tussock grass1ands 9 !s obtained from natural 
undisturbed cove~ 0 has not been the subject of hydrologic resea 

While the hydrologic significance of canopy Interception ls open 
to questlon 8 It Is clear that It has been the subject of considerable 
research effort. ~t ls 8 therefore 9 surprising that the Interception of 
water on ground litter has been largely Ignored. Dry plant residues will 
absorb 250-300% moisture (190). As tall tussock grassland souls may 
carry up to 1000-2000 kg dry matter per hectare (201)~ It would appear 
that litter Interception could have greater hydrologic significance than 
canopy Interception. 

~nf!~tratlon studies have been reported from a range of hll] country 
soli and vegetation types (141) and from Otutlra (169). Puketurua (25), 
Makara (208), Porters Pass (69) and Torlesse (90). 

All studies note a lack of consistent results but most show that 
there are significant differences between different soil and plant 
associations, 

At Porters Pass, Gll]!ngham (69) set up a study to investigate 
possible differences In Infiltration rates on ungrazed 8 regenerating and 
depleted snow tussock grasslands. Although his results tended to show 
that lnfl]tratlon rates decreased with Intensity of useD he was unable to 
establish that significant differences exlstedo 

A study In the Torlesse research area (90) found comparable values 
to those reported by Gillingham but also noted that regardless of 
vegetation type and condltlo~ 8 point lnfl]tratlon values were In excess 
of all but the most extreme values of rainfall Intensity, 

While hydrologists concerned with ]and use have tended to emphasise 
point values for :r;.,-fl]tratlon rate:sJ 0 engineers have generally been more 
concerned with the average rate at which water Is retained within a 
catchment during a storm. This loss rate (123) lndudes the ~oss 
through I lltratlon" As an expression of the Integrated losses r a 
whole catchment 9 It has been found to be a more useful concept for 
engineering design, 

Published Information on loss rates for New Zealand Is limited to 
de Leon°s (122) estimates for the Rodlng catchment In Nelsono 

Soil Water 

For many years our understanding of the processes by which rainfall 
Is converted to runoff has been dominated by Horton"s rainfall excess 



theoryo Thus theory holds that when railnfa]~ lntens!ty exceeds 
Infiltration rates the excess rainfall moves to the stream channel as 
overland f]owo Howeverp results from Infiltration and runoff studies 
at Torlesse (90) are ijn line with a growung recognition that the 
classucal Hortonlan runoff theory represents only some special cases 
of the processes of runoff generatlono The a~ternatlve partial 
contributing area theory (59) Is a logical concept but one which poses 
formidable problems of data collectlon for simulation modelso One 
Important area Is the understanding and measurement of soil water and 
Its related soil physical propertleso 

information about the rate of water movement through high country 
soils Is sparse. 

Gradwel1 (73) has presented Information on the moisture retention 
characterlstlcs and saturated hydraulic conductlvltles of some New Zealand 
soils, Including a few h~gh country soij]so in addltlon 9 Harvey (88) has 
given ~aturated conductivity values for some soils In the Dog Range 1 

Centra] Canterbury. Gradwe]l and Jackson (74) have discussed the 
broad d~fferences In hydrologic behaviour that are to be expected among 
major soul groups as a result of the pore space characteristics of the 
sollo Jackson (106) has discussed some aspects of the contribution of 
soil characteristics to the hydrologic behaviour of forest and pastureo 

The seasonal variation of soil moisture (moisture regime) by direct 
measurement has been studied for a number of soils In Otago and Southland 
~93, 194). The use of such Information In testing Improved water 
balance models has been discussed by Jackson (108) o 

The measurement of soli moisture Itself presents a number of 
problems which have been outlined by Painter (148) 9 Watt (192) 9 Murray 
ll.!l. (137). 

3.4 Water Quality 

Chemical and Biological Quality 

Hill and high country streams have generally been presumed to have 
few water quality problems and In consequence 9 few qua~lty studies have 
been madeo 

Claridge (46) has presented a chemical balance at Talta and 
Duncan, Gilchrist and Gillingham have ln~d the movement 
of nutrients on sprinkled plots at Moutere (57, 67) o in Northland~ 
McColl has studied chemical runoff during conversion from manuka to 
pasture (124). Stout has carried out extensive studies onto the 
limnology of m!d=Canterbury lakes (178), hydro storage lakes In the 
Waotakl (179) and ~akes In Flordland (180). ~n Otago studies have 
been made on lake Hayes by Burns and Jolly (31~ 32~ 33) o 



Physclal Quality 

Erosion In New Zealand hl11 and high country 
publicised topic. It has been frequently asserted that the 
quality of rivers from eroded ca Is raded 
they carryo ijn view of the ~nterest 9 concern and ec:onomlc 
of stream sediments~ It Is surprising that the topic has 
ignored by those doing or administering research. 

s I grd H cance 
v!rtually 

Suspended sediments have been measured In many 
but most of Is Information has not been lnterp 
The Clutha River !s a notable exception with 
description of sl ltatlon In lake Roxburgh (~83), 

rivers and streams 
or pub~ Is 

us rece.nt 

In Ne]son and North Westland 9 twelve heavlly forested 
are currently being monitored for bed load and suspended sediment 
staff of the New Zealand Forest Serv!ce (~49). 

Stream bed Investigations have been made In Branch and Leatham 
Rivers (Marlborough) (158)~ Centre Creek (Rakala) (~46) and Camp Stream (~O)o 

The multi-disciplinary Torlesse programme (89 9 92) has shed new light 
on the character of erosion and sediment In a small mountain catchmento The 
findings from this study call Into question some more traditional 
views on relations between land management~ hydrology~ erosion and stream 
sediments In this area of mountain lando The extent to lch these results 
are applicable to other regions ls unknown and I uately tested. 

3o5 Catchment Research 

3.5.1 Representative Basins 

Twenty of the 27 South ~sland representative basins are In part or 
In whole within the tussock grasslands and mountain lands. in 
~sland, 11 of 41 basins are In mountainous or hilly regions. 

As outlined earlier. the prime etlan of these basins Is to 
monitor precipitation and streamflow to provide more reliable estimates 
of New Zealand 0s water resource. In addltlon 9 some have been used as 
sites for hydrologic process studleso The most notable are Ngahere 
(Kaweka Range) (80) and the i very G 1 ad er (6 P 7 ~ 9) . 

Experimental Basins 

The experimental basin programme has been success l In provldlng a 
better understanding of some of the processes In the land phase of the 
hydrologic cycleo It has been less success l In establishing the 
hydrologic effect of land use and the Influence of man on the water 
resource. 

Findings from 10 of the 11 experimental basins could some 
degree of relevance to the tussock grasslands and mountain lands of 
New Zealand. (The exception Is Manukau Cl )o Comprehensive results 
of the hydrologic Impact of land use have been llshed for Makara (208) o 



Moutere (163), and Puketurua (168). 

At Moutere, two small (about 5 ha) gorse-covered catchments were 
used to study the hydrologic Impact of development of cultivation and 
cropplngo 

WHh developmentp peak discharges increased partkularly in the low 
and medium flow ranges, Development had little effect on high flows" 
Total annual runoff was approximately doubled but there was a reduction 
in the number of days In which runoff occurred, 

Studies on 0.6- 1.5 ha catchments at Makara compared the 
hydrologic Impacts of hard and lax grazing on unimproved and 
Improved pastureso 

Pasture production was Increased three-fold by oversowing and 
topdresslngo This allowed two and three-fo1d Increases In the stock 
carried when Improved pastures were lax and hard grazed respectivelY. 
Pasture Improvement was found to reduce the total annual runoff, the 
number of days during which runoff occurred and peak discharge. The 
magnitude of these changes was greater when -improved pastures were 
lax grazed, 

Schouten (168) has presented the most detailed account of results 
of an experimental basin In his report of the Puketurua project. Although 
floods lasted for only short periods they were responsible for about half 
of the total annual water yleld 9 and most of the suspended materlal 9 

nitrogen and phosphorous, The frequency and size of floods Increased 
after the conversion of the ground cover from scrub to grass pasture, 
The most dramatic changes were found to be during the actual period of 
land development. ~n consequence of the increased frequency and magnitude 
of flooding there was an increase In gully activit~: The yield of suspended 
matter increased during the period of cultivation, but the more interesting 
finding was that before and after conversion the yield of sediment was found 
to depend on Its availability within the channel and gully system. This 
last point Is similar to the findings from the very different environment 
of the Torlesse research area (92). 

The major limitations of these studies is that they cannot be 
quantitatively applied to other catchments, The problems of extra
polating results from small experimental catchments to larger basins have 
been known for many years (91). The lack of research effort In this 
topic Is a major research def!clencyo 

Research at Other Areas 

Craigleburn Range~ in addition to climatic and hydrologic research 
(131~ 132~ 156~ 157), studies are being made of transpiration and plant 
physiology at h!gh altitude (18). This work is of fundamental Importance~ 
not only to an understanding of plant growth and responses at high-altitude~ 
but as the only source of Information on high altitude evapotranspiration, 



Chilton Valley, Cass~ Canterbury Un!versity 0 s mountain field 
statijon at Cass has been estab1lshed for more than 60 years" ~n the 
last 10 years, climatic and hydrologic studues have been carried out 
by staff and students in the Geography Department (82-84~ 174-177), 

!n the course of a watershed 
analysis 195 9 Watt and Leslie concluded that annual water yields 
from certain afforested areas within the catchment had been reduced 
by up to about 20% through conversion of manuka scrub to exotic 
forest, Watt (191) later estimated a ~0% reduction in tota1 flow 
if afforestation was extended ln certain other areas of the catchment, 
Forest practices within municipal water-supply catchments is further 
discussed by Barton (16), 

3,6 SystemsHydrology 

Modelling has always been a feature of research. but in 
recent years, developments In computers and systems analysis have 
allowed mathematical modelling of hydrologic systems to develop 
rapidly. 

The most common water resource management problem is a lack 
of hydrologic data, In h~11 and high country~ as elsewhere~ there 
are longer rainfalt records than there are streamflow records, Although 
rainfall Information Is often Incomplete~ it Is often possible~ by 
weighting and corre1ation 9 to derive reasonable estimates of mean 
catchment rainfall, A model Is then used to relate short-term runoff 
to rainfall for the same period" Once a reliable runoff response to 
rainfall can be shown to be sufficiently accurate for the purpose 
of the hwes t I gat I on, the mode 1 can be used to extend the shor t 
runoff r~~6rd by generating synthetic da"tao It is Important to 
recognise~ however 9 that this synthetic record cannot be more reliable 
than the data from which It ls derived, 

Boughton (28) developed a mathematical model which used daily 
rainfalls to generate dally runoff volumes, His approach has been 
modified by others to simulate flows In the Oplhi Rlver 9 Walau River 
and Weka Stream (86)~ and for the upper Ta!erl River (173), Wood and 
Sutherland (202) have applied the Stanford model to four experimental 
basins and have suggested a procedure to Its use in ungauged catchments. 
ibbltt (103) has developed a conceptual model to predict flow In the 
Maungaparerua River and Sutherland and Taylor have applied the 
Laurenson model to catchments !n attempts to Investigate the hydrologic 
impacts of land use. 

These studies have shown that catchment modelling is a powerful~ 
convenient and inexpensive technique in hydrologic research, 



4. COMMENTARY 

4.1 Future directions of hydrologic research 

Based on the Information we have reviewed in sections two and 
three 1 we could produce a list of topics that we think Important for 
future studyo However. to be meaningful such a list would Ignore 
the eq~•lly Important questions of: whose responslblll Is It to 
carry outs work?; what are the resources available for future 
hydrologic resea and the priorities that should be assigned to 
each study. 

We believe that the scope and emphasis of future research 
programmes should be determined by a specla~ task force of the National 
Research Adv!sory Council. 

This commentary Is Intended as guidance for such a task forceo 

4o2 The nature of hydrologic research 

The main purpose of hydrologic resea Is to provide data 
and techniques for the design of hydraulic structures and the 
management of water and soil resources. 

The science of hydrology had Its origins In water engineering 
and developed from the need to predict future rates and amounts of 
runoff for the design of water control structures. Hydrology has 
long since emerged as a distinctive branch of ea science In lch 
much research effort Is devoted to the fundamental understanding 
hydrologic processes and the function of biophysical systemso Yet 
lt remains a pragmatic and 11 learn!ng=by-dolngu sdenceo Because of 
this there will always be a close Involvement between hydrology t 
science, and hydrology the art of water and soli management. 

~n New Zealand~ as In most countries 9 basic hydrologic data 
are Inadequate. The urgency of the many pract~cal problems facing 
water and soil managers dictates that such·-research as can be under
taken must often be of an Immediate and ad hoc nature, Under these 
circumstances~ planning and design exerciSes-Fend to become applied 
research projects, ~t Is dlfficu~t to distinguish between survey$ 
data collection~ Investigation and research since these represent 
a conthn.nous spectrum of etl1deavourv an directed towa the 
better management of water and soil resources, 

This concept of a spectrum of endeavour Is Important to the 
question of allocating the llm!ted resources finance and manpower 
to research programmeso The allocation of resources should be 
determined consHie:rlng the accuracy and predslon of the proposed 
research programme In relation to the practical needs for design 
and planning. For example, there Is little point In developing 
techniques for which data are not available, likewise there Is 
little point in studying components of a hydrologic process with 
far greater accuracy than the basic data or design objectives warrant, 



Our concern r t relevance resea programmes does not 
Imply a lack of appreciation long term value more 
fundamental research. The art of success I resea management Is 
to balance the !mpcrtance short term practical solutions to 
immediate problems with the 1onger term value of ~ore tal 
research. ij n ~ s ~ we are rot convl that past 
hydrologic research management s been success 1. 

In the final analysis. rolog c research rolog c 
design are t upon ava lablll and uacy basic 
hydrologic data. As a broad generalisation. we think t the need 
for better data h> more urgent than r more research" 
~ndeed It ml t be a wl some justification t New Zealand 1 s 
water sell managers would be mere lvely se If all research 
were to cease the next f ve years and financial and manpower 
resources so availabie 9 devoted entirely to the extension and 
! mproveme.nt of the data co~ 1 ect I on network. 

While the for better data collection can hardly be over-
emphasl Is genera11satlon 1 like all rs 9 s Its ]Imitations. 
The collection rologlc data Its own sake may become a more 
fruitless exercise n the pursuit hydrologic research for Its 
own sake. There ls Htt1e vah.!e In conectlng data to a higher 
degree of accuracy t Is most tal data for 
water resource management are st lit !s ~mportant to 
realise that r New Zealand can rarely be 
collected with an order accuracy + 10%. The 
estimation fl news !s :u:suaHy mlil\:':h les accuraJte, There ls 
more to be ga~ from an extensdon of !the hydrologic. data collection 
network to give as b aJ coverage of leal condltlons as posslb~e 
without undue emphasis on accuracy n from an upgrading and Intensi-
fication existing ta system. 

This clearly suggests some directions and pr oritles r rologlc 
research. are shortcomings In exlst!ng data collection 
network and the ava labl11 of Imp data Is as much a ion of 
time as It Is of It re on equ pment and stream gauging Installation. 
It Is apparent that a strong case can be ran Immediate 
emphasis on hydrologic resea wh! alms to develop le ign 
and management !ques on basis kinds are 
now avallableo lal spnn from such resea an 
Improvement In the data collect on system Itself, Once It becomes 
clear just t constitutes minimum data given k nds of design and 
management exerclses 2 !t should be possible the data collection 
network so as to maximise Its lveness I ml resources 
avad lab] e. 

So far as the design water structures Is concerned 
the most effective research p ect that could be taken In the short
term would be to take all e currently available ra:n 11 and data 
and apply them to a reglonEJl assessment st 1oo,..; characteristics 
of a representative range rivers and streams" in many cases~ the 
results would indicate that a reasonable prediction can be made with 



available data and techniques. 
or techniques prove lnadequatev 
Indicate where further research 
effectively be Implemented. 

~n those region5 where data 
the project wou1d clearly 
and data collection could most 

An appreciation of the limitations available basic data 
and the requirements of data and technique for practical design 
and management actlvi must also provide the starting point for 
the planning more esoteric research. Currently In New 
Zealand are several on~going research projects ich seek 
to measure selected components of the runoff process s as 
Interception or evapotranspiration with considerable accuracy. 
The significance of these projects must be called to question when 
the runoff component !n the same experiment cannot be measured to 
better than + 5% and the future design or management exercise for 
which the experiment !n q1Jestion might be relevant w!ll be acceptable 
If It can predict peak rates of runoff or low-flow conditions to 
an accuracy of+ 20%. Under these circumstances It would be 
sufficient slmpTy to 11guesstlmate11 Interception losses on the 
basis of known values rather than devoting limited resources to 
their precise and unnecessary measurement. 

!n recent years hydrologic research In New Zealand has become 
Increasingly problem~orlented. Priorities for research of this 
kind were clearly emphasised in Dunford~s report (58)~ and have 
since been emphasised In the reorganisation of the Water and Soil 
Division of the Ministry Works and Development. 

While we agree that the selection of priorities for publicly 
funded hydrologic research In New Zealand should be based on the 
significance practical resource management problems 9 this 
approach needs to be adopted wl caution. Much of the work so 
far undertaken In New Zealand on experimental basins and similar 
research has been Ineffective because It has been tackled in the 
manner of an agricultural plot trla1 where the quantitative effect 
of a specific change In management practice has been measured 
ad hoc without any real attempt at Insight Into the hydrologic 
~ocesses Involved. The results obtained can rarely be extended 
to other areas or other kinds problems and these experiments 
contribute little to Improved knowledge of runoff processes or 
the workings of hydrologic systems. ~t Is Important that problem
oriented research be p1anned In such a way that It gives Insight 
Into basic hydrologic processes 1 capable of extension to similar 
kinds of problems elsewhere and Improves the general ability to 
predict the likely consequences of hydrologic changes. The land 
treatment research conducted so far In New Zealand~ while it has been 
dl rected towards the solution of specific problemsu has done no more 
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than record the effects of specific land management practices on specific 
catchment areas, 

Emphasis on problem-oriented research may also divert activity 
from more fundamental research which contributes to a better 
understanding of hydrologic processes, Given the limited resources 



of finance and manpower aval]able for hydrologic research in 
New Zea1and 9 It Is Inevitable that priority wijli be given to the 
solution of problems of Immediate and local interest. Little is 
to be gained, in any case~ from the expenditure of resources on 
research projects which can be undertaken more effectively 
overseas. There are some areas 9 however 9 which Include sediment 
transport and groundwater 9 where New Zealand conditions and New 
Zea]and expertise offer an opportunity for the tackling of research 
projects having International significance. Quite apart from the 
Importance that such research might have for the advancement of 
the science of hydrologyp there are real national benefits to be 
gained from the lnvo1vement of New Zealand hydrologists In work 
of International standing. 

The importance of more fundamental research as a training 
ground for hydrologists should also not be overlooked. Within 
the New Zealand universities~ in particular, a strong case can 
be made for undertaking hydrologic research which has little 
application to Immediate problems as an Investment against 
prob1ems which have not yet been definedo We believe that 
criteria for supporting such work should 1nc1ude its value for 
student training and Its scientific excellence. 

4.3 The co-ordination of hydrologic research 

Any research programme of consequence in hydro1ogy or in 
soil and water conservation necessarily transcends many Interests 
and disciplines. A feature of New Zealand lnterdlscip1lnary research 
In these areas has been an apparent lack of, or at best poorp 
co-ord!natlon and co-operation. Although we have derived these 
observations from New Zealand scientists and practitioners they have 
also been cited by several foreign observers (53 9 58 9 200). 

A major cause of this situation Is the lack of a definite 
Government policy with regard to soil and water resources~ and an 
effective vehicle to promote and ensure co-ordination and co-operation 
In research planning and conduct. 

There Is a legislatively mandated' National Water and Soil 
Conservation Authority which Is required, among other thlngsp to 
carry out and co-ordinate hydrologrc research. Theoretically~ 
this Authority, and Its Councils~ are national and Independent 
bodies. In fact, however, administrative services and technical 
support staff are provided by the Ministry of Works and Developmento 
Personnel Involved also have responsibilities to the Ministry and 
thus cannot help but have split loyalties. Williams (200)p pointed 
out this administrative anomaly and documented some of the shortcomings 
of such an arrangement. 

There Is also a legislatively mandated and Independent National 
Research Advisory Council. The purpose of this Council is to promote 
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and develop scientific resea !n New Zealand. One Its 
functions Is to lne prlorlt es research activities In 
Government rtments having regard resea 
organ!satlons. 

It Is clear that the Nat anal Water and Sell Conservation 
Author! considers t its ld respons!bnl r 
guiding~ encou lng 9 and car out all rologlc research 
in New Zea 1 and O}. ~ t l s eqr;J'<> n ,clear that the Nat I anal 
Research lsory Council does not agree w! this view (140). 

I e'•vs on quest l on 'who ~ s to centro l 
hydrologic resea 
contributing~ to Its 

New Zealand contrl • and are still 
poor co-ordlnatlon 9 and to a lack harmony 

and len agencies and. to a lesser extent. between 
scientists. 

~n New Zealand, BJS n a1most all co;,mtdes 9 there are a 
of agencies I responsibitilties r resea and management 
for natural resources water and sell. Some llcatlcn of 
effort Is Inherent In any administrative structures set up by 
governments. However 1 ltlon among agenclesD as well as Independent 
Institutions. serves the l purpose of lng people honest and 
In Improving the qual! of resea 

les with land management or or construction responsibilities 
r research to carry out lr specific charges. Rarely 

though are as !g respornsdb!H an research In 
a given dlsclplinea We think t re little en lasm 1 outside 

the National Water Soli Conservation thor! and the Ministry 
of Works and Deve1opmen 1 suggestion that N.W.A.S.C.A. be 
accepted as the source advice on overall deve1opment of 

ro]ogk rese©Jrch ln New Zea].anda We. recogrdsev ho::11H~ver 9 that this 
controversy will continue until Government provl more specific 
delineation responsibilities. 

There Is an urgent need a rea lstlc solution to this problem. 
We r a reassertlon the role the National Research lsory 
Council. We believe that N.R .C. should be tcta1ly I t any 
Government rtment or agency. Fu r 0 we lleve that N.R.A.C. should 
set up task groups s ittees) with responslblll of 
recommending research poll les lncl lng respons bllltles). resea 
needs and research prlodties. The Natlonal Ra5e©J lsory Coundl 
should then balance those needs against tiona! needs for 
recommendation to the Government. 

While such action would 
National Water and Sol1 Conservation 
accepted by r agencies 

ly meet with resistance by 
Author! 8 we think that h would be 

It would also be In the best l terests 
at large. We believe 

New Zealand. 



4.4 Research Management 

Alt h can be said on this toplc 9 we wish to comment 
on only three aspects. First~ hydrologic research In New Zealand, 
Including hlgh~country hydrologic research 9 could be much more 
effective and efficient. The ldentlflcatlon researchable 
problems 9 research planning and the construction of problem 
analyses Is at best highly informal and often weak. Second 9 once 
a p ect Is :.mdertaken 9 there is little or nc formalised fonow-up 
to report progress. Third. as Indicated ear11er 9 there are a large 
number of hydrologk research projects !n New Zealand~ but few 
publications which report their results. 

With respect to the Identification of research needs and 
research planning~ we think that a more formal procedure should be 
established to identify and give priori to rolog!c research 
needs in New Zeadando We suggest that an ad hoc task force be set 
up under the Committee on Energy and Envirornne'i1"'tof the NoR.A.Co to 
consider research needs and priorities. This task force shou]d 
solicit research problems and needs from the scientific community 
and the users of their Information. These problems and research 
needs should be collated! summarised and given priori on the basis 

national needs by the task force, The listing of problems and 
research needs would presumably Include the specific needs of agencies 
(usually In terms of applied research)p as we]l as applied and basic 
research 9 as viewed by scientists. The analys!s and recommendations 
of the task force could go to the N.R.AoCo 

Few organisat~ons can afford the luxury of permitting scientists 
to do ~~their own thingH ad l!1fln!tumo Thh !s espedaUy true in a 
money-tight environmer;t which fac:es most resea organisatior~s todayo 
Thus~ we think that research review procedures should be set up to 
ensure that researchers are In fact utilising public resources 
efficiently and effectlve1y. As onerous as It might be to the 
Individual sclentlstp annual progress reports and periodic peer 
reviews of research projects would be hlgh~y I In ensuring the 
quality of the research effort and the continuity of research programmeso 
We think that there is an urgent need to develop research review 
procedures appropriate to New Zealand 0 s administrative structure and 
research programmes" 

Because the number of hydrologic resea projects reported 
In 1972 8 and the of subsequent publication results we believe 
that productuv! Is unusually lo•;~~~o Adm!nhtrators responsible for 
the allocation of pub~lc research funds should take positive steps 
to hasten the publlcat~on of research results. As Indicated by Dunford 
(58L Hresearch t!on is useless 1..mless It Is communicated to 
someone who can use !tH. 

Agaln 9 soil and water research In New Zealand has suffered for 
many years from the lack of co-operation and co-ordination. Speaking 
to the resea programme of the Water Soil Division the Ministry 
of Works and Developmentp Dunford (58) says uuthe Dlvlslon°s research 
programme must shun duplication of effort and competition a 0place 
In the sun°o Aside from being economically unsound. these fallacious 



principles would defeat rather than encourage harmony In the 
scientific community of New Zealand11 • An effective and 
co-ordinated research programme in this field is not likely 
to be realised until definite policy decisions are made and 
procedures established. The New Zealand Government owes It 
to its people and to its scientific community to resolve 
exist~ng conflicts and to aggressively move ahead on a 
much needed co-ordinated research effort towards solutions for 
our unique problems and opportunities in the use, management 
and protection of the soil and water resources. 
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